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it was about fantasy, sci-fi, absurdism, dystopia, suspense, horror, supernatural drama, black comedy. US 2004 sales: Retail
304,000, General Market 283,000 (June-July 2004), Amazon.com 10,000. Carrie Glass and Kyle LaSalle are not just

newlyweds, but a real couple - they became husband and wife a little over 15 years ago. The time has come to seal their union
with the bonds of marriage, and the spouses decide to take this important step. The wedding was crowded, chic, but very long.
Perhaps the catharsis was no less than the final scene from the movie "Dumb and Dumber". A lot of time has passed since that

day, but the wedding is still terribly annoying with Kyle. But if we don't stop them... The new comedy "Election Day" with
Gennady Khazanov in the title role, which can be watched online in our Internet cinema, will definitely make you remember the

wonderful work of Russian classic Alexei Pekhov "Assassin". The plot of the film is rather banal. In a provincial town on the
Volga, the election of a local mayor. This time, the popular Internet blogger Viktor Borisovich is running for them, who is

changing the rules of the game. He announces that he will not take money for comments on his news. But the election campaign
is gaining momentum, and representatives of the authorities are beginning to put pressure on this matter. Thus, Viktor

Borisovich is chosen. And what about the election platform now? Now this idea should become part of the election program of
Viktor Borisovich. The painting "Only "old men" go into battle", which tells about the everyday life of fighter pilots, is not only
a story about the Great Patriotic War.In this case, we are talking about those who, not sparing their lives, in the sky, smashed the

enemy. In 1943, American Mustangs and Hellcat fighter-bombers appear in the sky over Ukraine. The pilots have no chance
against them, and an air battle breaks out in the sky. But the Soviet pilots do not have "Hellakets", so there are no bombs or

shells on them, and the planes are destroyers... More " The famous rapper Timati offered, as part of his next video for the song
"Little Buddha" (Baby Born), to play a doctor, and artists from labor
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